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Abstract. Most of the existing data mining systems specialize in one data mining functions or 
just one approach of data mining functions.  But many problems may require users to try a few 
different minimum functions so that they can be shown to be more effective for different kinds 
of data. Hence this paper focuses on introducing multiple sub functions per association 
function in data mining tools. To fulfill this requirement, it designs functions for discovering 
multiple level associations rules, two-dimensional optimized gain rules and synthesized 
association rules from huge databases. The intelligent performance of existing systems can be 
improved by the incorporation of such added features.  

Introduction 
Although data mining [2],[5] is a new field with many issues that still need do be researched in 

depth, there are already great many data mining system products available. Sipinaw, Cobweb/3, Darwin, In-
telligent miner, Enterprise miner, Mineset, Clementine, DBMiner and OLE DB are few examples. New data 
mining systems (www.kdnuggets.com) also appear on the market every year by adding new functions, fea-
tures, and visualization tools to existing systems on a constant basis. Many data mining systems specialize in 
one data mining function, such as classification, or just one approach of a data mining function, such as deci-
sion tree classification. Other systems provide a broad spectrum of data mining functions such as description, 
discovery - driven OLAP analysis, association, classification, prediction, clustering, outlier analysis, similari-
ty search, sequential pattern analysis and visual data mining. Most commercial data mining tools support 
only a few data mining functions.  Tools like Thinking machine's Darwin provide multiple mining functions; 
others like Sipinaw (Classification) and cobweb/3 (Clustering) are more specific. DBMiner and Magnum 
Opus are tools to support association function. 

Data mining system that support multiple data mining functions and multiple per functions provide 
the user with greater flexibility and analysis power. Many problems [8,9] may require users to try a few dif-
ferent minimum functions or incorporate several together, and different methods can be shown to be more 
effective than others for different kinds of data. In order to take advantage of the added flexibility, however, 
users may require further training and experience. Thus such systems should also provide novice users with 
convenient access to the most popular function and method.  Hence this paper focuses on introducing mul-
tiple sub functions per association function in data mining tools. The purpose of association function is to 
discover association rules from vast database which in turn will provide a useful mechanism for discovering 
correlation among the underlying data. Existing data mining systems are able to discover only general associ-
ation rules through association function.  This paper extends this scope by identifying various types of asso-
ciation rules and to implement them as functional abstractions in data mining systems. Through survey, it is 
able to know that only few research efforts have been reported on mining processes such as multilevel asso-
ciation [6,7], optimized two-dimensional association [3] and rules synthesizing [10]. Hence the problem here 
is defined as follows: to design functions for discovering multilevel association rules, two-dimensional opti-
mized rules and synthesized rules using graph, gain and weight models respectively. 

Design of multilevel association function 
To explore multiple-level association rule mining, data at multiple levels of abstraction is required. 

This requirement can be satisfied by providing concept taxonomies from the primitive level concepts to high-
er levels. In concept hierarchy, the terminal nodes are database items, and the non-terminal nodes are genera-
lized items. If there is a path between nodes Y and X, where Y is a " higher concept" of X, then Y is called an 
ancestor of X and X is a descendent of Y. A transaction t supports an item x if x is in t or x is an ancestor of 
some items in t. Association rules may exist at higher level concepts if the item sets at the lower level con-
cepts cannot reach the minimum support.  Hence significant association rules may not be discovered if one 
only considers database items which are the lowest level concepts in the concept hierarchy. Consider an ex-
ample of concept hierarchy of food in which category, content and brand are defined at three different levels. 
From this taxonomy, a multi-level association rule can be easily mined like "if Dairyland chocolate milk then 
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wonder white bread". Hence this paper develops a function for mining at multiple levels using graphs. This 
function discovers multiple-level association rules. Multiple-level association rule [4] describes all items in 
the association rules by a set of relevant attributes and associations among items at the same concept level. 
For each concept level, both minimum support and minimum confidence are specified.  For discovering such 
rules, the system has to first generate multilevel association pattern. Multiple-level association pattern is a 
large item set in which all items are at the same concept level. A large item set is a set of items, which appear 
often enough within the same transactions. 

The methodology used in this paper is described as follows: The method uses different support thre-
sholds for different level of abstraction. From the given huge data set of transactions, this function will first 
generate large items. A large item is an item whose support is no less than a user specified minimum support. 
Then this function will record their related information using relevant attributes. Once such information is 
recorded, it will then construct an association graph. This graph will indicate the associations between large 
items. This function will then traverse this association graph for generating association patterns. Finally, this 
function will generate directly association rules according to the corresponding association patterns. The al-
gorithm is given below: 

Algorithm MultiRulegene; 
 Input set of transactions; 
 Output set of multiple association rules; 

1.   for all transactions generate large items; 
2.   if large items found then identify relevant items; 
3.   store these associated information; 
4.   for all such information construct association graph; 
5.   indicate associations between large items in graph; 
6.   traverse the graph; 
7.   if association patterns found then store them; 
8.   transform patterns into association rules; 
9.   end all. 

Design of two-dimensional optimized rule function 
In the real world, binary associations between two attributes are usually not enough to describe the 

characteristics of a data set and therefore, one often wants to find an association rule for more than two 
attributes [1] called two-dimensional association rules. A two dimensional association rule will usually take 
the form 

((A, B) ∈ P) ⇒ C, 
where A and B are numeric attributes, P is a region in which the values of A and B meet the condition C.  
Suppose in a huge database of bank customers, "Remserv" and "Netpay" are two numeric attributes and 
"Houseloan" is a boolean attribute.  One can consider the following form of association rule by taking into 
account the pair (Remserv, Netpay) as a point in two-dimensional space. 

((Remserv, Netpay) ∈ P) ⇒ (houseloan = yes). 
This rule implies that bank customers whose remaining service in years of their employment and 

netpay fall within a planar region P tend to take out house loans with a high probability. 
For example, consider the following rule: 

{Remserv ∈ [20,28] ∧  (Netpay ∈ [ $ 20000, $ 35,000])} ⇒ (houseloan = yes) 
Here the presumptive condition is a condition on two numerical attributes.  It can be rewritten as a 

primitive condition 
(Remserv, Netpay) ∈P, 

where P is a rectangular region [20,28] x [20000, 35000] in the plane which is the product space of the do-
main of Remserv and Netpay. Also  it is not necessary that P should be a rectangular region. 

For mining purpose, the devised method considers a two-dimensional pixel-gird. The pixel grid con-
sists of (n x n) unit squares called pixels. These unit squares are equal sized buckets. The values of numeric 
attributes in the association rules are distributed over these buckets.  Suppose G is the gird, then G(i,j) is the 
(i,j) the pixel, where i and j are respectively called row and column number. A pixel region is a planar region 
in the grid formed by the union of pixels. A pixel region is x-monotone if its intersection with each column is 
undivided or empty. A connected and x-montone region is called an admissible region. A region is called 
confident if its confidence is not less than a minimum threshold value. Similarly the rectangular sub region W 
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of grid G that maximizes gain (W) is called the optimized gain rectangle.  In this context, different terms are 
defined as follows: 

For a given region P in the grid G, 
support (P) = ∑

),( jiG
iju                         (1) 

and   hit (P) = ∑
∈PjiG
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),(

                     (2) 

Here Ui,j is the number of tuples in the database mapped to each pixel G(i,j) and tuples Vi,j is the 
number of mapped tuples to G(i,j) that hold objective condition C. 

The confidence of P, 

conf (P) =
)support(

)(hit
P

P
                                    (3) 

For the given threshold θ, 
gain (P) = (hit (P) - θ) (support(P) )                     (4) 

Therefore, one has to find the two-dimensional optimized gain rule  
(f(t) ∈P) ⇒ C,               (5) 

where P is the admissible region that maximizes gain (P), f(t) = G(i,j) and t is tuple.  This region is called an 
optimized -gain admissible region.  To mine such rules, this method has to compute the gain of each rectan-
gle or region and pick out the one with maximum gain.  The corresponding rule to this rectangle will be the 
optimized gain rule. 

The algorithm for this method is given below: 

Algorithm Twopgain;  
input  S : set of values of two numeric attributes in the rules; 
 c : objective condition 
 θ :  threshold value; 
output (f (t) ∈ P) ⇒ C :  optimized -gain rule; 
1.   construct 2-d (n x n) pixel grid G; 
2.   distribute S over G; 
3.   for each region Pi in G do  
  let support (Pi) = number of tuples in Pi; 
  let hit (Pi) = number of tuples in Pi hold C; 
  let gain (Pi) =( hit (Pi) - θ ) x support (Pi); 
4. choose max (gain (Pi)) ; 
5. output respective rule ; 
6. end all. 

Design of rules synthesizing function 
Existing data mining functions are insufficient for large organizations that have multiple data 

sources from different branches.  When association rules are discovered from different data sources of a large 
company, a method is required to synthesize all these rules so that one is able to find valid rules for the over 
all company that would have been discovered from the union of all these data sources. 

Suppose D1, D2 and D3 are different sources of a company that contain set of association rules dis-
covered. Let R1, R2, R3 and R4 be the rules associated with these sources in different combinations as shown 
in table 1. The process of synthesizing these rules is demonstrated as follows: 

The process begins with assigning weights for each rule. The weight of rule R is defined as  

WRi = 
∑
=1j

j

i

)(R NUM
)(R NUM

     ,               (6) 

where i = 1,2,...,n; and NUM (R) is the frequency of rule R in various sources referred by f. 
Then a weight is to be assigned for each data source. It can be computed using 

WDi = j
1j

j WR)(R NUM ⋅∑
=

                                           (7) 

Then these weights can be normalized using 
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∑
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Next, a global support and global confidence is to be computed respectively for each rule by using 

Gsupport (Ri)  = ∑
=

⋅
n

1j
ijj )(RLSNWD                                 (9) 

where LS is the corresponding local support of rule Riat various sources 

Gconfi (Ri)  = ∑
=

⋅
n

1j
ijj )(RLCNWD                                                (10) 

where LC is the respective local confidence of rule Ri at various sources 
When this procedure is applied for the example shown in tables 1& 2, one has to do next rank all 

these rules using the computed global support and global confidence. One can then select high-rank rules 
whose support and confidence are at least specified minimum support and minimum confidence.  In this ex-
ample concerned, let 0.2 and 0.3 be the respective minimum support and minimum confidence for the rules. 

Therefore the ranking of the above rules is R2, R1, R3 and R4. 
Tables 1 & 2 Intermediate Results of Synthesis Process 

 
D R LC LS NWD 
D1 { R1, R2, R3} {0.4,0.3,0.34} {0.72,0.64,0.7} 0.3695 
D2 {R2, R3, R4} {0.45,0.36,0.4} {0.87,0.7,0.6} 0.348 
D3 {R1, R2} {0.5,0.25} {0.82, 0.62} 0.2825 

The algorithm for this method is given below: 

Algorithm Rulsynth; 
 input : D1, D2,...,Dm  : rule sets; 
  : LS1, LS2,...,LSm  : local support sets; 
  : LC1, LC2, ...,LCm  : local confidence sets; 
  : minsup, minconf  : threshold values; 
 output: P -> Q    : Synthesized association rules; 
1. let D < - {D1, D2,...,Dm }; 
2. let LS <- {LS1, LS2,...,LSm }; 
3. let LC <- {LC1,LC2,...,LCm}; 
4. for each rule R in D do 

let NUM (R) <- frequency of R in D; 
5. for each rule R do m 

let WRi  (6); 
6. for each D do m 

let WDi  (7); 
7. for each D do m 

let NWDi  (8); 
8. for each Ri in various D do m 

let Gsupport (Ri) (9); 
let Gconfi (Ri) (10); 

9. rank all rules in D by their G supports; 
10. output high-rank rules in D whose Gsupport and Gconfi are atleast minsup and minconf respective-
ly; 
11. end all. 

Discussion 
To mine multilevel, this work assumes different minimum support for various levels rather than the 

same support. One can also use alternate search strategies for this case like level-by-level independent and 
level-cross filtering by single item or k-item set. Redundant rules, if any, can be eliminated if their support 
and confidence are close to their expected values based on their respective ancestor rules. Similarly for 2-d 

R f WR Gsup Gconfi 
R1 2 0.25 0.289 0.497 
R2 3 0.375 0.306 0.680 
R3 2 0.25 0.264 0.467 
R4 1 0.125 0.156 0.302 
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gain rules a variant optimization criteria can also be used which computes admissible regions that closely 
approximate the optimized support-/-confidence ones. Synthesizing rules from unknown sources may require 
techniques like clustering. 

Conclusion 
Three different sub functions per association function have been developed in this paper as extended 

features for data mine tools. Incorporation of such functions improves the analysis capabilities of data mining 
systems. Development of additional functions for parallel and distributed mining can be extension activities 
of this work. 
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